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COACH CURRENT SCHOOL YEARS WON LOST PCT.
Larry Wright  Sheridan 48  380  166  .696 
Russ Radtke  New Prairie 36  299  122  .710 
Denny Pelley  Speedway 38  282  130  .684 
Mike Gillin  Indian Creek 34  274  104  .725 
Joe Gengelbach  North Posey 43  256  193  .570 
Mo Moriarity  Salem 27  247  72  .774 
Bob Gaddis  Columbus East 34  238  129  .649 
Rick Wimmer  Fishers 30  218  112  .661 
John Broughton  Pendleton Heights 37  213  166  .562 
Bruce Scifres  Indianapolis Roncalli 23  209  73  .741 
Jeff Adamson  Eastbrook 24  207  71  .745 
Tim Roth  Winamac 32  202  132  .605 
Rick Streiff  Indianapolis Cathedral 24  201  85  .703 
Scott Mannering  Lewis Cass 27  200  98  .671 
Leroy Marsh  Munster 34  199  142  .584 
Reed May  Brownstown Central 20  196  41  .827 
Jim Davis  North White 34  189  166  .532 
Vince Lorenzano  Indianapolis Chatard 22  183  92  .665 
Grant Zgunda  Delta 20  182  48  .791 
George Gilbert  Tri-Central 32  180  159  .531 
Mike Johnson  Pioneer 22  179  72  .713 
Eric Moore  Center Grove 18  176  54  .765 
Otis Cress  Frankton 28  176  122  .591 
Mike Wilson  Evansville North 33  176  168  .512 
Mark Bless  Avon 23  175  78  .692 
Bob Schellinger  LaPorte 32  170  152  .528 
Kevin O’Shea  Lafayette Central Catholic 20  168  66  .718 
Charley German  North Montgomery 24  167  91  .647 
Tim Dawson  Concord 24  166  104  .615 
Kevin Wright  Carmel 19  165  59  .737 
Brett Colby  Kokomo 24  165  80  .673 
Kirk Kennedy  Bloomington South 22  165  96  .632 
John Hendryx  Northwestern 20  162  68  .704 
Brian Moore  Fountain Central 17  159  36  .815 



Close Quarter Block Destruction
Bryon Whitten, Defensive Coordinator/Secondary, Elkhart Memorial High School

Overview:
This article focuses on providing a progression of drills to teach the football player the necessary techniques for destroying a block within close 
quarters. When reading this article, we are already assuming three things. First, we are assuming that there is going to be an imminent collision with 
the blocker and that contact is unavoidable. In this assumption, there is no opportunity for the defender to either avoid contact or use a finishing tech-
nique (Rip or Punch) to immediately defeat the block. Second, we are assuming the finishing techniques have already been taught. The most common 
finishing techniques are the Rip and the Punch. The third assumption we have ties into the second and makes the implication that after the finishing 
technique has been executed, the defender must replace the blocker. If the defender defeats the block and either gets up field or continues to widen, the 
ball carrier can then cut back underneath him. Within the drill progression below, the aforementioned assumptions should also be a focus and taught 
in addition to the techniques and drills provided.

Drill Progression:
 A. Near Foot & Hand Placement
 B. Four Point Drills
  i. Coil, Explode, Bag
  ii. Coil, Explode, Body
 C. Mirror Dodge – Long Arm/Short Arm
 D. Push/Pull Drills
  i. Horizontal Push-Pull
  ii. Vertical Push-Pull
 E. Drills of Three
  i. Punch, Punch, Tackle
  ii. 3 Shoulder Drill

Near Foot & Hand Placement:
Drill Set Up: Three cones are to be used and set up in a triangle with one to two yards between each cone. I recommend setting one cone where the 
side line and yard line meet and two other cones within the triangle on the field of play, one yard outside and one yard deep on both sides of the origi-
nal cone. The defender will stand with his feet parallel, straddling the cone. The blocker will stand at one of the cones with a pad, holding it against his 
chest so the defender knows where to place his hands. To work the opposite direction, the blocker shifts to the cone on the other side of the defender. 
The defender will be in a good football position in a two point stance.

Action: 
Blocker: Stays at cone and holds the pad.
Defender: On the coach’s command, the defender shuffles the direction of the blocker. When the defender reaches the blocker, the defender steps 
with his inside foot and shoots his hands, delivering a blow to the blocker, ensuring that his hands are on the breast plate and on each number of the 
blocker.

Coaching Points:
*Place a bag behind the defender so he cannot false step
*Defender cannot cross his feet when shuffling
*Have defender freeze once he shoots his hands-this allows coach to check defender’s feet and hand placement.
*Also works in conjunction with the near foot near shoulder tackle

Four Point Drills
Coil, Explode, Bag:
Drill Set Up: The blocker will stand directly across from the defender in a good football position, holding a bag against his chest. The defender starts 
on his knees with his toes curled up behind him. The defender’s arms should be out in front, coiled and ready to strike. The blocker and defender 
should be facing one another, about one to two feet apart.

Action:
Blocker: Stays put and holds the pad.
Defender: On the coach’s command, the defender will push off and explode from his hips and toes, uncoiling his hips forward, towards the blocker. At 
the same time, he will shoot his hands, striking the blocker’s pad, keeping his elbows in and thumbs up.

Coaching Points:
*Toes need to be curled up and dug into the ground so defender can push off ground easier
*Have players freeze after defender has struck pad, so there is time to evaluate hip explosion and hand placement
*If executed properly, and having no blocker in front of the defender, the defender would land on stomach with hands fully extended in ‘superman’ 
position as he hits ground



Coil, Explode, Body:
Drill Set Up: The blocker starts at the bottom of the numbers in a good football position, facing the sideline. The defender starts in the same position 
as ‘Coil, Explode, Bag,’ facing the blocker on the sideline where the yard line meets the sideline.
  
Action:
Blocker: On the coach’s command, the blocker lightly jogs towards the defender with a good forward lean.
Defender: When the blocker approaches the defender and is within striking distance, the defender uncoils and explodes forward, attacking the de-
fender.  His hip and hand strike explosion will carry him off his feet and propel him into the blocker, stopping the blocker’s momentum. Continuing 
with the same forward explosive movements, the defender will drive-block the blocker backwards.

Coaching Points:
*Explosion to drive block should be one fluid motion
*Explosion must be strong and violent enough to bring defender to his feet, as well as stop blocker’s momentum
*Finishing technique can be used at conclusion of drive-block
*First few times drill is performed, blocker needs to work with defender to assist with timing

Mirror Dodge – Long Arm/Short Arm:
Drill Set Up: Set up one cone on the sideline and one cone at the bottom of the numbers. The blocker and defender should align face to face in the 
middle of the two cones. Both players should have their feet parallel and be in a good football position. The defender should properly fit the blocker 
and place his hands inside the shoulder of the blocker, grabbing his jersey, while maintaining his good football position. The coach should stand be-
hind the defender to be able to watch his hands and hips.

Action:
Blocker: On the coach’s command, the blocker will shuffle horizontally from one cone to the other. His purpose is to make the defender move horizon-
tally, not to fake the defender out or prevent him from working the drill.
Defender: On the blocker’s movement, the defender will shuffle horizontally. Mirroring the direction that the blocker moves, the defender’s foot to the 
outside will be up. When the blocker hits the cone, the defender will execute the Long Arm/Short Arm technique. The defender will take his outside 
arm and bench press the blocker’s shoulder away from him. At the exact same time, the defender will pull the near inside arm and the blocker’s near 
shoulder towards him. Doing both at the same time with the outside foot up will turn the blocker’s shoulder and, using the proper foot technique 
with it, he is in great position to use a finishing drill to defeat the block. When the blocker shifts and goes to the opposite cone, the defender begins to 
shuffle the opposite direction with him, again with the outside foot up. When the blocker reaches the other cone, the defender again executes the Long 
Arm/Short Arm technique. This drill continues until the coach gives a command for the defender to execute the technique and use a finishing drill to 
finish the destruction of the block.

Coaching Points:
*Defender cannot cross feet when shuffling
*Defender needs heel to toe relationship between outside and inside feet
*Long Arm/Short Arm can be phrased as an outside push & inside pull technique
*Is a continuous drill and defender executes technique at every cone and when coach gives final command
*When done properly, defender should be able to execute finishing technique at every cone

Push/Pull Drills
Horizontal Push-Pull:
Drill Set Up: The defender and blocker align directly across from one another, one foot apart and in a good football position. The defender should 
have proper hand placement in the chest of the blocker while grabbing his jersey with his thumbs up. They start where the sideline and yard line meet, 
using the yard line as a guide.

Action: 
Blocker: On the coach’s command, the blocker will shuffle to the hash while maintaining a good football position. The blocker is essentially a rag doll 
and allows the defender to dictate his body movement. 
Defender: On the coach’s command, the defender will shuffle to the hash and dictate the pace of the drill. As the defender shuffles, he will bench press 
the blocker off of him and then pull him back to his chest. The defender will repeat this process until he reaches the hash.

Coaching Points:
*Once defender reaches hash, he can utilize finishing drill
*Working back to side line works both directions of lateral movement
*Do not let defender cross feet when shuffling
*Utilize Long Arm/Short Arm
*Allows defender to understand what getting extension feels like while moving horizontally
*Make sure defender gets full arm extension.



Vertical Push-Pull:
Drill Set Up: The defender and blocker align directly across from one another, one foot apart and in a good football position. The defender should have 
proper hand placement in the chest of the blocker while grabbing his jersey with his thumbs up. They start where the sideline and yard line meet using 
the yard line as a guide.  The defender will face the middle of the field and the blocker will face the sideline.

Action:
Blocker: On the coach’s command, the blocker will maintain a good football position and his balance while moving backwards. The blocker is essen-
tially a rag doll and allows the defender to dictate his body movement.
Defender: On the coach’s command, the defender will step forward and as he steps forward he will bench press the blocker backwards. The defender 
will follow through with his opposite foot. The defender will then gather himself and restart the drill again working his way to the hash.

Coaching Points:
*After every bench press, defender can work Long Arm/Short Arm  technique with a finisher
*Allows defender to understand what getting extension feels like while moving vertically
*Emphasizing follow through with opposite foot helps defender deliver stronger strike on blocker, making it easier to hit finishing move
*Make sure defender gets full arm extension

Drills of Three
Punch, Punch, Tackle:
Drill Set Up: The defender is on the sideline facing the middle of the field in a good football position. He will use the yard line as a guide for the drill. 
There are two blockers and one ball carrier, stacked behind one another and equally spaced between the sideline and the bottom of the numbers, fac-
ing the defender. 

Action: 
Blockers and Ball Carrier: On the coach’s command, both blockers and the ball carrier jog slowly towards the defender. Once the defender punches, 
gains extension, and hits a finishing move on the first blocker, he continues vertically past the defender. The second blocker does the same thing as the 
first. The ball carrier then approaches the defender and the defender finishes the drill by forming up on the ball carrier to make a tackle.
Defender: As each blocker approaches, he punches the blocker using proper hand technique, and then utilizes the Long Arm/Short Arm technique 
and a finisher to shed the blocker. Just as he sheds the first blocker, the second blocker should be immediately upon him. He repeats the shedding of 
the blocker a second time. As soon as the second blocker is shed, the ball carrier should be immediately upon the defender. The defender should then 
finish the drill by forming up on the ball carrier, using proper tackling form.

Coaching Points:
*More familiar players are to the drill, faster you can fire the blockers at defender
*Utilize Long Arm/Short Arm and a finishing drill every time you are working Punch, Punch, Tackle drill
*Make sure defenders get full arm extension before they hit their finisher
*Coach tackling aspect, too
*Check to make sure defender is stepping with proper footwork

3 Shoulder Drill:
Drill Set Up: The defender stands on the sideline facing the middle of the field. There are three blockers that are facing him. All three blockers are two 
yards away from the defender. One blocker is directly across from the defender and the other two are one yard outside of the defender, on each of his 
shoulders.

Action:
Blockers: Before the drill starts, the coach will designate the order in which the three blockers will attack the defender. On the coach’s command, the 
first blocker will attack the defender and deliver a blow. Once the block has been shed, the first blocker recoils back to his original starting point. The 
second blocker then attacks. Once the defender sheds the block, the last blocker attacks the defender.   
Defender: The defender starts in a good football position with his head on a swivel because any one of the three blockers could attack and they could 
attack in any order. On the coach’s command, one blocker will attack. The defender needs to utilize the Punch, Long Arm/Short Arm drill, and a fin-
isher to defeat the block.   Once the first blocker has been shed, the defender will need to take on the second and third blocker. Again, he will need to 
shed the blockers using the same techniques as the first blocker. Once all three blocks have been shed, the drill has concluded.

Coaching Points:
*Same as Punch, Punch, Tackle

Conclusion:
Utilizing this drill progression for close quarter block destruction will greatly improve your player’s ability to get off blocks and make more tackles. 
These drills focus on the important aspects of destroying blocks. Within each one of these drills, hand/foot placement with hip thrust is being utilized 
to put the defending player in better position to be able to hit a finishing move and get to the ball carrier. Many coaches will work their players with 
the finishing moves in space or will work the finishing moves solely by themselves, however, it is imperative to teach our young athletes how to use 
their hips in conjunction with their hands and feet to be able to maximize their abilities to get off blocks. It is my belief that this drill progression 
teaches players how to get off blocks when contact with the blocker is imminent.



THE SPORTS PARENT: Helping Parents Help You Build a Successful Program
Kelly Murphey, Southridge High School

You have just finished the second practice of double sessions, it is August and the heat index is 120 degrees. Your players have absolutely laid it all on 
the line in practice and you have given your daily speech about hydrating properly overnight. You walk off the field and there they are standing on the 
track with the tractor beam gaze just waiting for you to cross into their mine field of negativity. We have all faced the angry or upset parent at some 
time in our coaching career, but how do you deal with them? We have all said, at one point and time, “Coaching would be awesome if we could “JUST 
COACH” but again what will you do with these people to help your team stay positive and focused on the goals you and your staff have laid out for 
them. Steve Henson wrote an article for The Post Game.com website titled the Nightmare Sports Parent. He states there are 5 signs of a nightmare 
parent and I know we can all relate to these signs. First is the parent that overemphasizes sports at the expense of sportsmanship. Second are those that 
have different goals than their children. Third is the parent that treats their children differently after a win than after a loss. Fourth are the parents that 
undermine the coach. And the last sign, which happens to be my personal favorite, is the parent that lives their athletic dreams through their kids. 
Believe it or not, parents can and do play a very important role in the success of any athletic program. It is my hope you will find something in the next 
few paragraphs that will help you with this age old issue. Keep in mind, I am an educator so most of what I use in this article is someone else’s original 
thoughts so thanks to everyone who has shaped my career as a coach.  

First and foremost is to have a pre-season parent meeting. Our coaching staff feels this is vital in getting important information to the parents and it 
is also a time to answer any questions they may have prior to the season starting. I know it is popular to send all the information out over the internet 
but we feel the face to face meeting helps make things more personal to the parents and makes them feel a bigger part of our program. During this 
meeting, we give our booster club a chance to recruit parents and to sign them up to help with various activities. We always ask our parents a simple 
question to start the meeting; “How many of you here tonight want to see your son be a part of a successful team?” As you can imagine, they ALL raise 
their hands. We then simply state that in order for this to happen, they MUST be supportive to our goals and plans for the season. At some point and 
time, if the coaches are doing their jobs, the boys will go home mad as heck at the coaches. If the parents are supportive, the player will come back the 
next day trying to prove that coach wrong. If the parent participates in their son’s anger and becomes an enabler that negativity will spread through 
your locker room like wild fire. The players will start believing what they hear from the negative parents instead of believing in the coaches and the 
direction of the program. It is naïve to think that everyone will agree with every decision that is made. If you don’t think the following statement is 
true, try making a switch at quarterback mid -way through the season. Our coaching staff found out real quick who the negative parents were this past 
season! When you think back to your most successful seasons as a coach, the common theme is always a tight knit group of players that believed in the 
coaching staff no matter the outside chatter.

We also stress the idea there will be absolutely no conversations concerning playing time. As a parent, I know what it’s like to sit in the stands and 
watch my son sit on the bench at times. It can be very disheartening knowing he works hard and still not getting any “PT.” Since becoming a father, 
my mind has changed on this whole “playing time” conversation. The parents will come to the meeting THINKING their son should be playing and 
you will come to the meeting KNOWING why they don’t. Absolutely nothing good can come out of this conversation. I have had conversations with 
coaches that have gone as far as telling me they have shown these parents game film. When I ask them how the parents react, most of the coaches tell 
me they found something else wrong to divert the issue away from their son. Coaches beware as parents can become crafty when wanting to get you 
into a conversation about playing time. We want the parents to understand that we have been hired to do a job and part of that job is to reward the 
hardest working players with playing time. The great part of coaching football is there are so many places a kid can get playing time.

We also stress to our parents if they have any questions, other than playing time, please let me as the head coach know. I do not feel assistant coaches 
should bear the burden of dealing with the angry parent. I have no problems talking to parents but I do set some ground rules. First, I will let them 
speak first WITHOUT me interrupting them at any time. I know what you are thinking and yes it is very difficult to “bite your lip” at times. Second, 
after they talk they must sit and listen to me speak WITHOUT interrupting me at any time. Again I know what you are thinking and yes they still 
interrupt me. Giving them the first chance to speak helps calm the situation and gives me time to collect my thoughts with my remarks back to the 
parents. Finally, after I ask them if there are any more questions, I make sure they understand that I am not asking them to agree with me or my deci-
sion but for the “GOOD OF THE TEAM” I am asking them to live with my decisions. As a coaching staff, you spend countless hours hammering the 
TEAM concept to your players. At Southridge, we also spend time hammering this point home with our parents and it seems to work really well. Not 
a single coach would ask a player to do more than they are capable of doing. Why would you ask a parent to do something they aren’t capable of doing 
which is agree with everything the coach does and says. Accept the disagreements and turn those in a way to make your program prosper.
 
When analyzing the reasons why some programs are successful and some are not, beyond the obvious reasons of talent and sheer numbers of players, 
you find the coach that readily deals with the “unseen.” These unseen things are what separate the successful and not so successful programs and it 
makes no difference what class your team is classified. You constantly hear sportscasters refer to the fact the “intangibles” make teams successful. At a 
coach’s clinic when I was first starting out in the coaching business, I heard Jimtown’s legendary Bill Sharpe speak. One of the many things he said that 
stuck with me was, and I cannot quote it word for word, “No matter your record, or number of championships there will always be someone that is 
not happy with you.” So ask yourself, “How am I going to turn that person’s negativity into a positive for my program?” Good luck to all and may God 
bless each and every one of you and your coaching endeavors.



Westfield High School Quarterback Development
Ben Carnes, Offensive Coordinator, Westfield H.S.

One area of our football program that we have seen a great deal of improvement in is our quarterback play.  Four years ago when I started coaching the quarterbacks, I 
asked our sophomore QB what coverage the defense was in on a certain play during a 7-on-7 tournament in the summer.  He asked what that meant.  It was at that time 
that we decided to implement a new quarterback development program.  I didn’t want to have to try and teach a varsity quarterback what cover three was in the middle 
of a season.  I stole the idea from a coaching friend, who had heard Colt McCoy’s high school head coach talk about their QB development program; they said they “still 
wanted to win state after Colt graduated.”  That made sense and we started in on a full overhaul of what we did.  When I find myself asking if this is too basic, I just think 
back to our varsity quarterback that thought the defenders just sort of roamed around and covered whomever…if you don’t teach something to them, they won’t know it.

QB Club
We started meeting with all quarterbacks from 5th grade through 11th grade.  We meet in the mornings before school starting in January.  These meetings are geared for 
our varsity guys, and believe me, there are plenty of blank stares from the intermediate school guys at times.  What we tell them is we want them to get 15% of it their first 
year, really understand a few things.  As an incoming 7th grader maybe understand 20-25 percent of what we go over.  As an incoming 8th grader hopefully they understand 
half of it, maybe even a little more.  As a freshman we want them to understand about 75% by the end of it, hopefully our incoming sophomores understand all of it and as 
an incoming senior we want them to know it so well they can teach it.  Before getting into our manuals, we go over the four things it takes to play QB at Westfield.  More is 
expected of this position than any other, they must be coached accordingly.    If I can’t clearly express what it takes to play that position how can I expect some 16 year old to 
do so?  In order to play quarterback at Westfield you must be a leader, make good decisions, be mentally tough, and perform.  We want to make sure our guys know exactly 
what they will be evaluated on.  This is what we talk about in our first meeting and our last meeting, if you saw one of our quarterbacks at a camp and asked them what it 
takes to play QB at Westfield I would hope that they would say, “Leadership, make good decisions, have mental toughness, and perform on the field.”  Here is the sign they 
all have hanging in their locker or on a mirror at home:

•LEADERSHIP
•If you are going to be a successful quarterback, you must be a good leader.
•Your teammates have to WANT to follow you because they know you genuinely CARE about them.
•When adversity hits, your teammates will look to you.  ADVERSITY IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR GREATNESS…SO LEAD YOUR TEAM TO GREATNESS! 
Embrace adversity and reassure your teammates that everything is fine, it’s time to go to work.  
•Don’t show fear or weakness (even when you might be), you have to KNOW that we are going to get the job done because we are better prepared than anyone else!

•DECISIONS
•We need you to make GOOD DECISIONS all the time.
•OFF THE FIELD, make good decisions.
•KNOW YOURSELF, your arm strength, your speed, your abilities, etc. 
•KNOW YOUR TEAMMATES, know who can make what play.
•KNOW YOUR OPPONENT, know who can make what play.
•KNOW THE DEFENSE, what front are they in?  What coverage will they be in? Pre-snap read & post snap verification.  KEEP THE BALL OUT  OF THEIR HANDS!
•KNOW OUR OFFENSE; know what we are trying to do and why we are doing it.
•KNOW THE SITUATION; know what your goal is on every play and in every situation.

•MENTAL TOUGHNESS
•Bad stuff will happen.  Never forget that adversity is an opportunity for greatness.
•Be disciplined enough to have a short memory (good or bad).
•Know how to perform under pressure, practice that control every chance you get…BREATHE!!!
•Focus all of your attention on whatever you are doing at the time…DON’T BE DISTRACTED!!!
•Use the performance enhancing worksheet to know and improve on your weaknesses.

•PERFORM
•You must physically perform on the field in order to play.
•You must drill muscle memory through perfect repetition and practice.
•You must make the best decision you can…AND THEN DO IT!  DO IT WITH PASSION AND COMMITMENT, NEVER SECOND GUESS YOURSELF!  If you are 
wrong, we will correct the mistake (that is our job as coaches).  Always learn from your mistakes, but NEVER be afraid to make them!

QB Manual
Everything we do in our QB Club meetings and everything that is in our QB manual is designed to help them improve in one of the first three areas, since the fourth is 
related to physical skills that we work on come summer time.  The first page of our manual has a brief introduction of the 8 things we will cover in our meetings:
•  Leadership – THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF YOUR JOB AS A QUARTERBACK. 
•  Thought Process – We will teach you how to think.  Your brain is the most powerful part of your body; it controls everything that you do physically.  We will teach you 
how to process things mentally to put you in the best position to succeed physically.
•  Dealing with Pressure Situations – Some athletes are great under pressure.  Some athletes crumble under pressure.   We will teach you how to control the physical and 
mental effects that pressure has on your mind and body.
•  Defensive Recognition – In order to completely understand what we are trying to do offensively, you must understand what the defense is trying to do to stop us.  You 
need to know what all 22 players are doing on the field when we have the ball.  We will teach you how to recognize basic defensive fronts and alignments.
•  Pre-snap Coverage Reads – Before the ball is snapped you must be able to narrow down what type of coverage the defense is running.  This will determine where you 
are going with the ball on pass plays.  Every pass play that we have will have different checks and adjustments based on the defense.
•  Post-snap Coverage Confirmation – After the ball is snapped, the defense can no longer “disguise” what they are doing.  Once the ball is snapped you must be able to 
see who is going where and what coverage they are running so you know where to throw the ball.
•  Westfield Offense – You must understand our offense inside and out.  You need to know what all 11 players are doing at all times.  You need to understand what we are 
trying to accomplish when we are calling certain plays.



Topic #1 – Leadership 
 I can’t tell you how many times I was told that I needed to “be a leader” by a coach from my elementary school days through college, but I can count on one hand the 
number of coaches who actually taught me what that meant.  Leadership is influence, plain and simple.  If you are the kind of person people want to be around and want 
to follow, you have potential to be a good leader.  If you are a jerk and people don’t want to be around you and certainly don’t want to follow you in the direction you are 
going, you don’t have much of a chance to be a good leader.  We spend a decent amount of time teaching our guys how to be a good leader.  
We start with John Maxwell’s five levels of leadership; it does a great job clearly defining how you can grow as a leader within your circle of influence.  We then watch 
a quick video by Darin Slack that talks about the role of the quarterback, being the entire package, and delivering and earning respect.  Then we move into tangible 
examples of how they can be a good leader.  If there is a certain way you want your players to respond in situations you better make that known to them.  

Two quick examples:

•Ref Makes Bad Call
• When the refs make a bad call, you will shut your mouth and return to the huddle.  Our job as coaches is to discuss things with the referee, questioning a bad call will 
NEVER be part of your job.  Whining to the ref makes you sound like a baby who is making excuses for why your team didn’t make a play.  We need you, in the huddle, 
telling your teammates, “Hey, it doesn’t matter what they call…we are going to get this first down.”  

•You Throw An Interception
• Here is what you will not do:  Hang your head on the way back to the sideline.  Avoid coach on your way to get a water bottle.  Take off your helmet, throw your helmet, 
sit on the end of the bench by yourself, and begin making excuses why it was not your fault.

We don’t have time for you to throw a pity party. Forget it and move on.  The entire stadium knows you did not intentionally throw the ball to the other team; we don’t 
need you to try and convince them it of this with a childish temper tantrum.  Act like a man.  You cannot let your emotions effect the next series.  We know you are mad 
or upset, you should be mad or upset, we don’t want you to be happy about turning the ball over…just make sure you channel those emotions in a way that will increase 
your focus and prepare our TEAM to be successful on the next possession.
 
We have added to this section each year and it has really been helpful having freshmen QB’s coming into our high school program that often respond to tough situations 
with a better attitude.  Leadership usually takes about two 45-minute sessions.

Topic #2 – Thought Process
This section is a compilation of educational research, coaching articles, books, and one of my coaching psychology text books.

“There has been quite rocks a bit football of cleat research done hip on pads the brain hit and how sack the brain flag works, the holding rest of this touchdown page 
WMS is various rocks information football that comes pad from a hand book by Patricia pads Wolfe that hold is a cleat compilation of pass brain pads research run 
from the cleat last 100 fall years. “

That is hard to read, if you go back and read only the bold words it should be a bit easier.  We have our guys read a quick excerpt from Patricia Wolfe’s work on brain 
research and then ask a couple questions:

-It is nearly impossible to consciously process two trains of thought at the same time, especially if they involve similar senses. DOING two things at the same time is 
different than consciously thinking about two things at the same time.  Our brains can consciously focus on one thing at a time.  What is on your mind while you are at 
practice?  While you coach is talking?

-Motor neurons can become used to being activated in a particular sequence that they fire automatically with little or no conscious processing, which means you can do 
something like tie your shoes while reading because you have done it so many times.  This is why we rep our 3-step drop game so often.  What else could this effect?

-“Visualize a place you would love to be; maybe it is a warm sunny beach.  Maybe it is in your living room watching a movie.  Maybe it is somewhere hanging out with 
your friends.  Maybe it is on a football field.  Create the image of that place in your mind and for 30 seconds visualize every possible detail that you can.” You just used the 
part of your brain that would be active if you really were there taking in all of that sensory information. How could visualization techniques like this be used to prepare 
you for game situations?  How could you use these techniques to help you get “mental reps?”

- Our short term memory lasts about 18 seconds.  After that, our brain either determines that information is important and stores it or decides it is not important and 
discards it.  You weren’t thinking about what the bottom of your foot feels like inside your shoe because your brain didn’t think that was important, but now you are.  
What are you doing with what we talk about in these meetings?  Do you think it is important? Have you ever “turned off ” your brain because your emotions shut 
down when you were being yelled at by a coach?

- Our memories naturally fade away under normal circumstances, even ones we may think are important.  Recalling those memories sends electrical and chemical con-
nections through your brain, the more times this happens, the stronger the connection.  If something is worth remembering, you are going to have to think about it more 
than once. Is this stuff important to you?  How many times have you read back through this on your own?  Are you going to remember any of this in 6 months?  
We usually spend one session on this topic.

Topic #3 – Pressure Situations
When you are faced with a pressure situation, your brain goes into fight or flight mode.  Whether you are in a car accident, being chased by an attacker, or about to kick 
the game winning field goal, there are a few things that your body does:
 -You breathe faster, so your body can take in more oxygen.
 -Heart rate increases as your body pumps extra blood to your brain and muscles.
 -Your mouth may feel dry because saliva is not produced. This is due to your digestive system being put on hold.
 -Your pupils become dilated, allowing more light in and muscles tense up so you are prepared to react.
 -Your liver releases sugars and fats into your bloodstream to provide a burst of energy.

We want our guys to know this and think it is a good thing, after all, if you don’t get excited on a Friday night you are probably dead.  Jason Winkle is a fantastic resource 
and does a great job explaining how the US Military trains soldiers to enter a room and clear that room in less than 1.7 seconds while having explosions and other 
scenarios all around them that would make many people shut down and cry.  Just breathe.  Your brain wants more oxygen to make rational decisions and your lungs 
need time to absorb oxygen.  If you inhale for 6 seconds, hold for 2, and exhale for 7 seconds your brain will get that oxygen and you will be able to control the adrenaline 
dump that is going on inside your body.  Extra energy is a great thing, when you don’t have too much.  We talk about three scenarios, loss of focus, choking, and panick-
ing. 



Loss of focus can occur anytime something causes you to focus on “that thing” instead of the task at hand.  That might be the game situation, the weather, a bad call, your 
girlfriend, etc.  We want our guys to realize that, eliminate that distraction and instead focus on their goal of moving the chains and getting us first downs.
Choking happens when you over analyze or focus too much on techniques that you have mastered much earlier in your career.  That might be your hands on a golf shot 
because there is a line of houses to your left with big windows, your wrist on a foul shot, or your elbow while throwing a pass.  We want our guys to breathe, focus on 
their goal (moving the chains), and when all else fails sing a song. Our incoming senior QB called me over during practice his freshman year, he couldn’t stop throwing 
ducks.  He was focusing on every aspect of his throwing motion imaginable, but couldn’t figure out why he couldn’t throw a spiral.  I told him to sing his ABC’s, around G 
I yelled, “throw it now!”  Perfect spiral.   I asked him why, he said, “I wasn’t thinking about my throwing motion.”  Problem solved.
Panicking is another possible response to pressure.  That is what I call “Freaking Out” about a situation.  You can’t focus on the task at hand because you are too worried 
about the outcome.  If you have the football with 80 yards of field in front of you and 1:35 left on the clock to score the game winning touchdown, it would be a very nor-
mal reaction to start to panic and think “how in the world am I going to do this?”  Hopefully by the time our guys are faced with this situation, they know to breath, focus 
on their goal of moving the chains (with clock management added), and have the confidence that they will get the job done because of how many times they have gone 
through this situation in their head and on the practice field.  If my guy is so brain washed with what we have been telling him the last five years that he thinks there

is only one possible outcome that we are going to drive down the field and score and there is no way he can fail, I will take that any day over a kid who thinks things seem 
hopeless. It doesn’t guarantee anything; it just puts them in the best possible situation.
We usually spend two sessions on this topic.

Topic #4-6 – Defense
We don’t get too crazy with defensive fronts, but we want them to have some basic knowledge of what we are talking about when we discuss what the defense is trying to 
do.  We go over:
 • How to count defenders “in the box”
 • Gaps
 • DL techniques
 • Even fronts
 • Odd fronts
 • Basic run fit assignments/LB blitz responsibilities

We want our guys to have a basic understanding of coverages, nothing revolutionary here.
 • Three Deep Coverages
 • Two Deep
 • Quarters
 • Man
 • How to identify presnap/verify post snap

How do you want your guys to break down film?  Do you want them to check safeties/middle of the field open or closed/CB eyes and leverage/etc.?  This section is com-
pletely up to you, how much do your guys need to know?  How many different defenses do you see each year?  Who are the teams that give you the most trouble that you 
want to make sure your QB completely understands?  How in depth you go completely depends on your situation and what you are trying to do. We usually spend 1-2 
sessions on this.

Topic #7 – Offense 
The rest of our time is spent on learning our offense.  Again, this is completely up to you.  If your offense is going to check trap to a 3 technique every time they run it, 
this is a great place to teach your QB’s what the heck that means while they are still young.  If you always run certain stuff at certain looks, check out of certain plays 
against certain looks, etc. this is when we go over stuff specific to what we are trying to do offensively.  I want our guys to watch film like I do, so I teach that to them and 
try to be consistent when we are going through film.

Performance
The final part of our QB development is teaching correct throwing motion this takes place in a variety of different places as our kids come up through our program.  It is 
my job to make sure they are hearing the same consistent things year in and year out, because we don’t want this coach teaching him like they learned it and that coach 
teaching it like they saw on some video.  It does not matter how you teach throwing motion, there are plenty of good resources out there, but there are certainly some 
things that we think are important.  This is certainly not the only way, it is just our way.  I want every dad, youth coach, middle school coach, freshman coach, anyone 
who will possibly help teach a QB how to throw to know these things:
 • Pre-Pass: Ball should start slightly back not in the center of the chest and at arm pit height
 • Elbow to 90: When a kid throws the ball has to get from Pre-Pass to 90 degrees with the least wasted motion 
 • Break Glass: Off elbow should come through tight to the body as if you were breaking glass behind you, stay tight to body
 • Follow Through: Throwing arm should finish on the inside thigh, we want to extend to our target, not slash across our body

That is the most basic breakdown of what we try to teach our guys when throwing, you could write an entire article on this topic and many people have, but we don’t want 
to throw out 500 things to a young coach who is still learning how to teach QB’s.  We want guys to have the most efficient throwing motion possible, with least wasted ef-
fort.  We will work with a guy on throwing motion, feet are non-negotiable.  Footwork is something that we are not flexible on.  If a kid has a slightly different motion, but 
can throw a great ball that is fine.  If his feet are not correct he will never be as accurate as he should be.  We try to “tweak” throwing motions with one change at a time 
(preferably in the offseason) to help our guys get the most out of their motion.

I get to know our QB’s at QB Club, try to make it to practices when I can, games when I can, and I see them at our camp in the summer.  I try to make it a point to ask 
them how their follow through is coming, or if they are breaking the glass, whenever I see them and keep it fresh in their minds.  I said something to our incoming senior 
quarterback probably 650 times from his 8th grade to sophomore year about finishing on the inside thigh, and his throwing motion is now something we don’t even have 
to spend much time on because he put in the time to do drills designed to emphasize that follow through on his own. 
 
We are still learning, still trying to improve, this is in no way the complete end all to quarterback development, simply what we have put in place to try and prepare our 
guys to be a bit more sound when they show up to that first high school practice.  Hopefully you were able to get one or two ideas that you can implement with your guys.



Transitioning to the Hurry Up- No Huddle Philosophy
John Snyder, Head Football Coach, Offensive Coordinator, Chesterton High School

In my 27 years of coaching football, like all other coaches, I’ve tried to find a style of football that forces other coaches to have to spend 

a lot of time preparing for us and find an identity that allows our kids to believe that what we do is unique and can’t be stopped.  Thus, 

for years, I have been a triple option guy!  The Georgia Tech flexbone has been our bread and butter.  However, at one point I had a 

very good throwing quarterback and several talented wide receivers.  So, during that time we switched to the Shot Gun Spread Offense.  

The initial transition to the Spread was troubling for me, mainly because the philosophy was different and the concept of attacking the 

defense was different.  But, like I said, I felt we had the personnel to be successful in the Shot Gun Spread Offense.  As it turned out, we 

set every passing record that our school has ever had yet we didn’t win anymore games than in previous seasons.  I really feel that it was 

a combination of the fact that I / we just didn’t truly understand the concepts of the Spread and it wasn’t something that we had devel-

oped in our kids from middle school on up!  So, we went back to what I knew best, and that was triple option football.  As it turned out, 

the very next year we went on to tie for our Conference Championship and finished 9-3, running the flexbone!  Thus, I was convinced 

that the flexbone was the answer and that I would never change again.  With that being said, I would like to take this opportunity to 

congratulate Bart Curtis and the Mishawaka staff, players, and school for the incredible run they had last year.  More evidence, that the 

flexbone is, and can be, a very successful offense.  Not to mention a nightmare for defensive coaches.  

In 2007, I purchased a brand new Toyota Camry Hybrid.  It was the first, made to order, car that I’ve ever purchased.  The main ques-

tions I had were about the unknowns.  How do you charge the batteries?  What happens if a battery goes bad?  What gas mileage will 

I actually get…and will it be that much better than a non-hybrid?  But, more importantly, I asked myself why would Toyota mess with 

success?  The Camry was the top selling car in America for several years prior to the making of the hybrid.  Why would they risk that 

type of success?  The answer was simply that they had already spent a lot of time perfecting the Hybrid concept and had enough confi-

dence that the gain was going to be much more profitable than the foreseeable risk!  

So, as I entered the 2012 season I was ready to take that risk of making our offense even better by adding a concept that I believed 

would make our triple option offense even more successful and difficult to stop.  I have always been amazed when I watch Oregon play 

and the pace at which they operated.  To me, it has to a defensive coaches nightmare trying to prepare for their pace.  One of the phi-

losophies about running option football is that it is very difficult to prepare for in one week of practice because you can’t simulate the 

execution of option with your prep teams.  If you’re not a Hurry Up- No Huddle team how do can you simulate the pace of that concept 

in a practice.  Thus, combine triple option football, with the pace of the Hurry Up!!!  Wow!  

Now, as I mentioned earlier, I felt our failure when we went to the Spread was that we just didn’t fully study all of the concepts before 

running it.  So, it was very important for me to read, clinic, and meet with successful coaches already running the Hurry Up.  Gus 

Malzahn is considered on of the innovators of the Hurry Up so I wanted to read and get any info that he had put out.  I didn’t want to 

change what we did offensively…I just wanted to find out how we could do it at a very fast pace!  So, after reading Coach Malzahn’s 

books it helped me put a plan in place.  The key really was creating a “secret language” to communicate what formations, motions, 

protections and plays we wanted to the players on the field.  My biggest fear was, “what if the other team figured out our signals”?  I 

probably beat myself up more thinking about that than I really needed to but it’s a valid concern.  You have to have a plan “B”.  However, 

if you’re going at such a fast pace it is still difficult for the opposing coaches to decipher your signals, communicate it to their players, 

and defend the next play because it’s probably already being run.  The same isn’t necessarily true if you’re just a No Huddle team.  They 

may have time to do all of those things.  



After having run the Hurry Up No Huddle I can honestly say that I will never huddle again.  Here is a list of reasons why I will choose 
not to huddle, and probably many not listed.

1.) We only had one delay of game penalty all year (and that was my fault).
2.) We had numerous off-side penalties against the other team off our “Hard Count”.
3.) The “Hard Count” was more effective during any time of the game.
4.) More players were actively engaged during practice because everyone knew the play.
5.) Non active players could be quizzed at anytime and be expected to know the call.
6.) Less back and forth time for Linemen and Wide receivers….which allowed them to go harder at the end of the game when the   
 opposition was tired.
7.) As a play caller I could study a defense and change a play at any time
8.) Defensive substitutions were minimal and schemes were reduced.
9.) Our kids were in as good of shape as anyone we played due to the tempo of practice.  Most times we were the better
 conditioned team.
10.) Our defense was prepared for any team that might go up tempo and any 2-minute situation because it constantly reps
 against it during practice.
11.) The one knock on option teams has always been that they can’t execute as well coming from behind.  Hurry Up eliminates
 that theory!  Regardless of whether or not you throw the ball.
12.) Different tempos can be used throughout a game or series creating a roller coaster for the opposition.  It’s like stop and
 go traffic on the Interstate…frustrating and unpredictable!
13.) Regardless of how conditioned the other team is…there is always one guy who succumbs to the pace…now that guy
 becomes a weak link…and that’s where you attack. Or, they have to substitute for him with a lesser player.
14.) Players sense when the opposition is getting tired and “step on the gas”!
15.) Our players would come up with signals….giving them more ownership in the offense.

Concerns about the Hurry Up No Huddle and things to consider when making this transition.
1.) Your defensive coaches must buy in to the change and practice pace.
2.) Your defense will most likely end up on the field more than before the Hurry Up.
3.) Instructional time during practices must now be more efficiently managed.  Corrections must be made on the fly
 or during film study.
4.) Film Study sessions become even more important!
5.) Players who don’t see or get communicated the plays while on the field.
6.) Reducing total vocabulary in the offense….can’t be long winded plays.
7.) Motions and shifts need to be kept to a minimum
8.) Change in style for the play caller…must rely on film study and coaches in the press box.  Communication amongst
 coaches becomes more important.

We utilized various methods of communicating to players on the field.  As much as we changed…we tried to stay the same.  That means 
that we actually kept all of the formations, plays, and signals that we had used in previous years.  Now, we just had a “secret code” to 
communicate them from the sidelines.  Some of the code was new and brainstormed by our coaches and players.  But, most originated 
from things we had done in the past.  When considering you own “code”.  Make things sequential.  Consider how you call your plays 
now and try to keep it similar.  That’s what your returning players already know.  Create a code for formations & alignments, motions, 
shifts, Run Plays, Pass Plays and then finally Special Plays.  Ironically, we liked what we were doing so much that we carried it over to 
our Special Teams.  We call our special teams from the sideline and try to transition into the play in Hurry Up mode, hoping, that teams 
are caught off guard and can’t prepare their return teams or blocks efficiently.  

Various ways that we communicated from the sidelines:
1.) Hand Signals
2.) Number Cards
3.) Picture Cards
4.) Live and Non Live Coaches or Players
5.) Indicators for different positions (i.e. Calls for Lineman might be different than for Skill players)
6.) Wrist Bands
7.) Colored Cards or Boxes



Linebackers Manual
Justin Gardiner, Head Football Coach, Twin Lakes High School

The following is the position manual that all the linebackers get at the beginning of the season.  In the Twin 
Lakes football program, each position group gets a manual detailing many aspects of their position and an 
overview of several drills we will do on a day to day basis.  The goals of these manuals are to create pride in their 
position group, provide a straightforward outline of expectations, techniques and drills, and to make sure all 
players and coaches are on the same page.  Another benefit of creating and distributing these manuals has been 
to provide information and support to middle school and youth coaches as reference to coaching at each respec-
tive level.  This is important because in my staff ’s first two years, we have been striving to get the youth through 
varsity level programs to be in sync in all aspects of the program.  
 This particular manual details our theme for the year and how we will put that theme in to practice each 
day.  It details the basics of stance, starts, tackling, turnover awareness, reads and fits, along with other infor-
mation.  It concludes with our grading system that I have used the past few years for my linebackers.  The drill 
diagrams serve to familiarize players with what they will be doing on the field in practice so we can spend less 
time talking and more time doing.  I am constantly evaluating the way we do things, so our position manuals 
evolve each year.  I approach coaching linebackers with the purpose of making things very simple for the players.  
I want to take away the need to think about their feet or too many things going on in front and around them.  
Using the wide stance I describe in the manual in addition to the quick buzz of the feet on the snap (key step) 
has allowed our players to calmly see what is in front of them and react.  Their fits are based off of clearly defined 
keys and where the people are in front of them (defensive linemen).    If anyone has any questions or ideas, I can 
be contacted at jgardiner@twinlakes.k12.in.us.



“Most Dangerous Men”



“Most Dangerous Men”

This will be our mindset for the 2012 Football Season.
We will keep this in mind, that this is who we are, every time 
we step on the field (practice AND games).  

THE MOST DANGEROUS MEN are the defensive players that 
the offense worries about the most.  We have 2 main jobs: 
first, to force the offense to devote time and effort to 
blocking us and secondly, when they TRY to block us, we must 
REFUSE TO BE BLOCKED.  Becoming the Most Dangerous Men 
won’t just happen when when we go to Logansport Week 1, 
but must be built everyday in the weight room, practice, film 
room and on Friday nights!

REFUSE TO BE BLOCKED by the temptation to take plays off, 
REFUSE TO BE BLOCKED when things don’t go our way,
REFUSE TO BE BLOCKED by those who don’t work as hard as 
we do,
REFUSE TO BE BLOCKED because we are on a mission to be 
GREAT!!!!

Being THE MOST DANGEROUS MEN is a mindset, a drive to 
be Great!

WE WILL BE THE MOST DANGEROUS MEN ON THE FIELD!



Terminology

Philosophy
We play with the 3 P’s in mind  Pride, Passion, Purpose

Pride in being disciplined and committed
Passion to do what it takes to be the best
Purpose because everything we do, we do it for a reason

Turnover Aware – Turnovers are game changing plays.  A turnover 
can be created at anytime.  We will pursue to the football and 
attempt to create a turnover every play! Do this in PRACTICE, it will 
pay off during games! Championship practice become Championship 
habits!

Swarm and Punish – Be desperate to get to the football and punish 
the ball carrier when you arrive!!!!

Press – Attack the line of scrimmage downhill, shoulders square
Scrape – Flowing past a closed running lane to the next one (tightly)
3 Way – Attacking a blocker with hands inside, thumbs up; can shed to 

either side or drive weaker blocker back
Shed – A move to get rid of a blocker, usually a push/pull move
Rip Attack – Attacking a blocker by ripping to one side, dip shoulder, shrink 

blocking surface and continue pursuit to ball
Rock n Roll – A redirect step on “Split Flow”, usually a reaction to counter 

action, shuffling one way/redirecting w/o crossing over, staying 
square

Key Step – Buzz the feet on the snap, then react to read. “Don’t go til you 
know”

Pick Up the Towel – dipping the shoulder to make the blocking surface 
smaller, usually on a rip attack move to beat a blocker; simulate 

dipping the shoulder and picking a towel up off the ground.



Tackling

Turnovers

“High Cloth and Feet”
A) Eyes Up
B) Power Angles – We must have good bend
C) Club the Arms up and grab cloth on the back of the shoulders
D) Slide the Head – head to side of ball carrier to avoid cutback
E) Suck the hips through
F) Accelerate the feet on contact!

‐ Run through the ball carrier!

Techniques:
A) Rake – secure ball carrier with off hand, put other hand on 

point of the ball, hook it, and rip it out aggressively
B) Punch – secure ball carrier with off hand, punch ball out 

from underneath their arm
C) Scoop & Score – If you have open field, drop knee closest to 

the ball, make a basket with your hands, bend knees, scoop 
the ball with your eyes on it.  Secure the ball and head for 
the endzone!

D) Fetal Recovery – recover the football from the side, pull ball 
to you with both hands, wrap body around the ball, curling 
legs into the fetal position with legs helping secure it

‐Always secure the tackle at the same time as Rake and Punch!

“Dead Feet are the enemy of good tackling.”



Stance/Key Steps
Our Stance this season will be a “Pyramid” Stance.
This will be a WIDE stance, with feet farther than shoulder width 
(forming a “pyramid”), shoulders leaned slightly over toes.

Purpose:
‐ Prevents Crossover
‐ Better Balance
‐ Helps Redirect Step

Instead of taking a read step, with 1 foot at a time, we will bounce 
our feet (Key Step) as we read flow and keys.  We Key Step until 
we know where we are going.  “Don’t go til you know.”

When we make our read, “Be quick, but not in a hurry.”

Defeating Blocks
When deciding on how to take on a blocker think “Who 
would win in a phone booth?”
If you would, use the 3‐Way Attack, with hands inside.
If the blocker would, use the Rip Attack….”pick up the towel”



Keys and Fits
Keys
Our keys can change slightly from week to week, but the 
following will be the general rule for reading KEYS.

Mike and Eagle should be looking through the near Guard’s 
helmet to the backfield.  As we Key Step on the snap, we 
will be able to see Flow and Guard Blocks right away, then 
we can react. “Don’t go til you know.”

Fits
Mike FLOW TO = B Gap, fit off inside hip of 5 technique (End)

FLOW AWAY = fit off outside hip of Nose
‐‐‐‐ Fit can change if DL makes gap disappear (make the DL right)

Hawk FLOW TO = A Gap, fit off inside hip of 3 Technique, may 
scrape  to inside hip of 7 technique if closed window

FLOW AWAY = Fit off outside hip of Nose
‐‐‐‐ Fit can change if DL makes gap  disappear (make the DL right)

* Keep in mind, these change slightly with blitzes and line games and weekly game plan, but 
these are our base fits.
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“Tight Shade”
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Flow Away



Flow Reads
“Full” – Full Flow is both Backs going to the same side 
at the snap. This indicates plays like : Iso, Power, and 
Sweep

“Split” – This is when the Backs go in opposite 
directions OR it is a single back set (Auto‐Split Flow).
This will be plays like Counters and Zones.
•Will use “Rock n Roll” steps to shuffle and redirect to 
the ball

“Dive Option” – This is when there is a mesh/read 
point between the QB and a back. This indicates that 
LBs should be taking care of option responsibilities.
Plays include: Midline, Inside Veer, and Outside Veer

We will add the basic play type to the flow and our 
footwork, angle, block attack will correspond to the 
type of flow in front of us.  
For Example: An Iso play, with the fullback leading for 
the tailback, will be called “Full Flow Iso”.  We will play 
Iso and similar plays according to this description.

Pay Attention to:
‐ Angle of Departure
‐ *Puller will override flow*



Flow Reads
Full Flow ‐ Iso

Full Flow ‐ Power

Full Flow ‐ Sweep

Split Flow 

Dive Option Flow 

Pay Attention to:
‐ Angle of Departure
‐ *Puller will override flow*



Pass Drops
To make our pass drop reactions easier, we will only have 4 
types of drops.  They are simple and all pass plays we will see 
fall into these categories.

A) “Quick”
‐ 3 step, Bubble, Screen, Ball released right away
‐ React, take a good angle to ball

B) “Outside”
‐ Any play where ball is released outside the pocket
‐ EX: Boot, Sprint Out

C) “Action”
‐ Run action sold; ball passed in pocket after run fake
‐ Play Action
‐ Wait until QB clears the last back before taking drop

D) “Deep”
‐ Ball not released right away, 5 Step
‐ Burst to drop in this case

Shoulder 
Read and 
Peek



Drills
We will finish all drills with a turnover or tackle or sprint!!

Stance/Movement Drills
Stance Drill  
Shuffle Drill  (Shuffle/Run/Shuffle)
Shuffle/Redirect  
Key Step/Press  
Shuffle/Sprint  

Block Destroying Drills
Shuffle/Hand Attack 
Two‐Way Rip/Tackle  
Sandbags
Fit, Lock, and Shed

Tackling Drills
Form Tackle
Angle Tackle
Sideline Tackle
Roll Tackle
Short Shimmy

Combination Drills
Attack and Go
Downhill Attack
Sweep Drill
Flow and Fits

Pass Drills
Drop and Break



Drills (continued)

5yards

Shuffle/Run/Shuffle

Shuffle/Hand Attack

Start at Cone

Attack offensive play (open circle) in 
between each set of bags, using 
hands in tight, thumbs up, deliver a 
blow (3‐Way Attack)

Finish w/ Angle 
Tackle off the Cone

2 Way Rip Attack

C

Coach (C) stands behind 
LB and gives direction 
to ball carrier and live 
blocker. On snap one of 
the 2 blockers attacks 
LB, LB must defeat 
block with a rip and 
make a form tackle on 
ball carrier.

Fit, Lock, and Shed

Start locked up w/ blocker, hands 
inside. On command, explosive 
lockout, drive a few steps the shed 
the block to one side.



Drills (continued)
Four Cone Drill

C Coach gives LB direction, LB 
wll Key Step, Shuffle, Press.  
This example is set up for 
scrape and attacking an Iso
look.  Cones can be changed 
to show angle of attack on 
Power as well.

Sweep Drill

LOS

RB

LB

C

Coach gives RB a direction, RB 
takes off that direction. LB 
reacts with Key Step, Shuffle, 
Lateral Run to stay on back hip 
of RB to make form tackle. Can 
add a blocker to change 
progression.

Downhill Attack

A) LB starts at 
cone.
On command 
shuffles, and uses 
3 way attack to 
take on and shed 
1st defender

B) After shedding 1st
block, LB lateral high 
knees over lay‐down 
bags, keeping shoulders 
square and eyes up.

C) Finish 
with 3 Way 
Attack and 
Angle Form 
Tackle

Can add “Press” call in middle of bags.
LB needs to get feet down and press to 
the Ball Carrier (w/ a pad) for form 
tackle.



Goals/Rewards
“Game Changing Plays” – Earn a Reward 

‐ Big Hit ‐ TD  ‐ Takeaway 

DON’T LOAF!!!
What is a LOAF?

‐ Change of Speed
‐ Lack of Effort
‐ Not finishing a play
‐ Getting passed up by another player
‐ Turning down contact

Grading (plus/minus chart)

Plus Plays Minus Plays
Tackle + 1 Missed Assignment  ‐2
Interception   +4 Missed Tackle  ‐3
Fumble Rec.   +4 Loaf  ‐4
Forced Fumble  +4
Sack  +3
TFL    +3
Blocked Kick +5

The Goal is to be on the plus side, this means you are 
helping the team!!!!


